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Plans for building the underground in Prague go back to the 19th century. Due to the fact that at 
that time horse-drawn trams were only being replaced by a network of electric tram lines, it was a 
premature idea. The first serious plans, made by engineers Bohumil Belada and Vladimír List, come 
from the second half of the 20th century. 
The situation of the public transport in the 1960s was hopeless, so the underground (the metro) 
quickly began to be built. It was originally planned as underground trams but it was soon changed 
into a separate kind of transport. A remainder of the original idea is the appearance of the current 
Central Railway Station (Hlavní nádraží). Initially, trains made in Czechoslovakia were supposed to 
be used. However, the change of the political situation after the occupation of Czechoslovakia by 
the Soviet Union in 1968 affected even these purely technical matters. An accident during a test 
ride of a Czechoslovak underground train was taken advantage of so that the Soviet Union became 
the exclusive supplier of new trains. That was not trouble free because Nusle Bridge (Nuselský 
most), which was built in the same period) had been designed for the lighter Czechoslovak trains, 
so the heavier Soviet trains had a negative effect on its stability. Therefore, the C line, which runs 
through the bridge, was the first on which the Soviet trains were replaced by more modern ones. 
The biggest tragedy in the history of the Prague underground was the disastrous flood in August 
2002. Nineteen stations in the centre were flooded and only certain sections in the suburbs remain 
serviceable. There were replacement trams and buses until the spring of the following year. 
In connection to the flooding of the underground, it is worth mentioning that during the cold war 
the Communist leadership relied on the system of underground tunnels as a nuclear bunker. How-
ever, the flood showed that the underground would have become a lethal trap in such a case. At the 
same time the pervading water of the Vltava revealed places that the Public Transport employees 
had not known of.
At present, the Prague underground has three lines measuring 65 kilometres in total, with 61 sta-
tions. The long-planned D line should start to be built soon.


